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n Gold prices hit a near one-week high today in Asian session, helped by a
weaker dollar and as investors awaited U.S. inflation data for clues on the pace
of interest rate hikes.

n Spot gold was up 0.4 percent at $1,327.81 an ounce. Earlier, it hit the highest
since Feb. 7 at $1,328.03. Yesterday, the yellow metal rose 0.5 percent, its
biggest single-day percentage gain in more than one week. U.S. gold futures
were up 0.3 percent at $1,330 per ounce.

.

n We suspect that gold has pretty much decoupled from equities for much of the
last week and is instead tracking the dollar's ups and downs more closely.  The
dollar index, which tracks the greenback against a basket of six major currencies,
was last down 0.4 percent at 89.9, its biggest one-day percentage drop since
Feb. 1.

n Meanwhile, Asian stocks pulled further away from two-month lows today, lifted
by Wall Street's extended rebound from last week's steep fall. Gold held up
better than stock markets last week... Relative to stocks, gold looks to be good
in value and continued volatility in the equity markets might make gold more
attractive for its lower volatility.

n So far, gold investors have been largely unconcerned. While demand for
investment bars increased slightly, ETFs posted outflows with total holdings
falling.

n Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the largest gold-backed ETF, fell 2.5 percent
last week, the worst since the week ended July 30. Meanwhile, investors waited
for U.S January inflation data, which is due on Wednesday.

n Inflation expectations edged lower last month, dulling a year-end rise, according
to a survey published by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York on Monday.
Inflation worries generally boost gold.

Gold markets continue to be volatile, but after initially

falling, we found enough buyers to send the market

towards the $1325 level again. By doing so, it looks

as if we are ready to break out, and I think we should

then go towards the $1350 level, the next area of

major resistance. I think pullbacks continue to be

buying opportunities, and with the overall attitude of

negativity when it comes to the greenback, I believe

it�s only a matter of time before the buyers return to

start buying gold again. I also recognize that there is

a massive amount of support near the $1300 level, so

it�s very difficult to envision a scenario in which a willing

to sell anytime soon. Pay attention to the US Dollar

Index, because if it falls gold almost automatically

goes higher. It does tend to move in concert with the

Euro as well, so that is another market you can pay

attention to get enough confidence to start buying.
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n Gold prices rose yesterday as the dollar steadied,

but gains are expected to be muted ahead of

inflation data

n Worries about inflation in the United States

surfaced after data this month showed jobs growth

surged and wages rose

n U.S inflation data for January is due on

Wednesday

n A lower U.S currency makes dollar-denominated

gold cheaper

n Hedge funds and money managers slashed their

net long position in COMEX gold
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n Oil prices rose today, lifted by a rebound in global stock markets that followed
sharp falls last week, as well as by a weaker dollar which potentially supports
more fuel consumption.

n U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures were at $59.60 a barrel.
That was up 31 cents, or 0.5 percent, from their last settlement. Brent crude
futures were at $62.97 per barrel, up 38 cents, or 0.6 percent, from the previous
close.

n �Oil markets attempted a half-hearted recovery overnight on little more than
an equity market correlated bounce, and indeed the weaker U.S. dollar added
to the momentum,� said Stephen Innes, head of trading for Asia-Pacific at
futures brokerage Oanda in Singapore.

n The dollar�s index against a basket of six major currencies fell 0.3 percent to
89.923 today.  A weaker dollar makes fuel imports cheaper for countries that
use other currencies domestically, potentially spurring demand.

n Meanwhile, stock markets today pulled away from two-month lows from the
previous week, when shares were roiled by some of the sharpest falls on
record, shaking confidence across markets.

n With markets seemingly returning to calmer waters, oil traders said attention
was turning to inventory levels to gauge crude supply levels.  The change in
inventories this week will be crucial for determining whether further declines
in the oil price are on the cards.

n The private American Petroleum Institute (API) is due to publish crude inventory
estimates on Tuesday, while the government U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) is set to release its fuel storage and crude production data
on Wednesday.

The WTI Crude Oil market has rallied significantly

during the day on Monday but is starting to run into

trouble near the $61 level, an area that is congruent

with an uptrend line that has been important. The fact

that we broke down below that uptrend line late last

week was a very negative sign, and it now looks as

if we are trying to roll over from that level. If we do, I

think we will continue the overall downtrend. Keep in

mind that oversupply of crude oil is going to continue

to be an issue as Americans are becoming very

aggressive. Brent markets rallied as well, but struggled

near the $64.50 level, and obviously has a certain

amount of psychological resistance at the $65 level.

At this point, I think that we are starting to roll over a

bit so it�s likely that the downward pressure should

continue. United States has become the world�s largest

producer of oil.

n Prices for U.S benchmark crude saw a slight gain

yesterday

n March crude added 9 cents, or nearly 0.2%, to

settle at $59.29 a barrel

n Crude oil prices lost nearly 10 prcent in the last

trading week

n Oil saw a steep decline last week after data

showed an increase in U.S. oil production to a

record weekly level

n OPEC said in yesterday�s session it expected

world oil demand to climb by 1.59 million barrels

per day this year
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n Silver prices were ending the U.S. day session with solid gains Monday. The
precious metals were supported by a weaker U.S. dollar index and a rebound
in crude oil prices.

n Some short covering in the futures market and bargain hunting in the cash
market were featured in both metals, following last week�s selling pressure.
Impressively, the metals were able to post good price gains despite a big rally
in the U.S. stock market.

n March Comex silver was last up $0.406 at $16.545 an ounce. World stock
markets were also higher Monday, on a bounce from last week�s strong losses.
The big question still on traders� minds to start the trading week is if the recent
period of very high daily price volatility has ended.

n Price action early this week will go a long way in answering that question. Still,
major chart damage has been inflicted on the U.S. stock indexes to suggest
those markets have topped out. Such a scenario is a bullish underlying element
for the precious metals markets.

n The key outside markets on Monday saw the U.S. dollar index weaker on a
corrective pullback from recent good gains. However, there are early technical
clues the USDX has put in a near-term market bottom.

n The silver bears still have the overall near-term technical advantage. Silver
bulls' next upside price breakout objective is closing prices above solid technical
resistance at $17.00 an ounce.

n The next downside price breakout objective for the bears is closing prices
below solid support at $16.00. First resistance is seen at $16.75 and then at
last week�s high of $16.955. Next support is seen at today�s low of $16.28 and
then at last week�s low of $16.19.

Silver markets course have been beaten up over the

last couple of weeks, but after forming a supportive

region near the $16.25 level, it looks as if the buyers

have returned. I think that the market will eventually

go looking towards the $17 level, which is an area that

of course has a lot of psychological importance to it.

If we can break above there, it�s likely that we continue

to go towards the $17.50 level, an area that has been

resistance previously. I believe that ultimately, we will

break out to the upside, but the $16 level underneath

should be significant support. Remember, the US dollar

has a major influence on where we go next, as it is

the other side of this equation. When you trade Silver,

one of the best things you can do is look towards the

US Dollar Index, as it gives you an overall feeling as

to where we are going next. In other words, if the US

Dollar Index falls, then generally pushes silver higher.

n Silver finished higher yesterday, taking their cue
from a weakening U.S Dollar to recoup roughly

half of what they lost last week

n March silver added 43.1 cents, or 2.7%, to $16.57

an ounce, while the silver-focused iShares Silver

Trust rose 1.7%

n Silver gained as global stocks were rebounding

from their weekly rout in two years

n The Dollar Index which gauges the greenback

edged down by 0.3%

n The 10-year benchmark Treasury yield climbed

to 2.86%
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